Young toddlers are constantly moving. They are walking, saying their first words, and maybe even climbing up stairs! They can play next to other children and love to experiment – with an adult to keep them safe.

**At Home Material List**

**Young toddlers – 1-2 years old**

- **Push and pull toys**
  Use small and large muscles with these toys

- **Board books**
  Thick and sturdy books with colorful pictures and interesting words

- **Building toys**
  Plastic, cardboard or foam blocks of any size or shape that are big enough for little hands to grab (even boxes that need to be recycled!)

- **Tunnels or large boxes**
  To use their large muscles for crawling and for fun hiding games

- **Nontoxic art materials**
  (Crayons and markers that are thick to help them grasp) To their small muscles and creativity develop

- **Water play toys**
  Toys to fill and dump water, stacking and pretending